
 
 
 
 

An Introductory Guide to Recording Your Voice with 
Audacity for Podcasts or Narration 

 

 

https://manual.audacityteam.org 
 

 
 

Getting Started 
 
Podcasts are typically composed of one or 
more voices layered with a soundtrack 
including music and sound effects. 

 
To begin recording your voiceover narration, 
you will need a script, a good microphone in a 
quiet space, and Digital Audio Workstation 
(DAW) such as Audacity. 

 



 

 

Launch and Configure Audacity to begin Recording 

 
1. Find the Audacity app in the Dock or click Command-Space to search via Spotlight 
2. Confirm that Audacity > Preferences is configured to record from your microphone: 

a. Keep Audio Host as “Core Audio” 
b. Playback Device = Built-in Output (headphones) 
c. Recording Device = Scarlet 2i2 USB 
d. Recording Channels = “1 (Mono)” for one or “2 (Stereo)” for two 

3. Click the Record button to start a test recording. 
a. Speak into the microphone to test your volume and the sound of your voice 

as it will be recorded. Try to record a sentence or two. 
4. Click Stop to end your test recording 

a. Listen to your test recording by pressing Play. 
b. Make sure that the Mac volume (adjustable on keyboard) is about halfway 
c. If it’s super quiet, adjust the channel Gain on the Scarlet 2i2 to taste (should 

be at 2 o’clock). 
5. Click the “X” button in the Track Control panel to delete the test recording. 
6. Click Record to capture your narration (tip: if you make a mistake, pause then 

repeat. You can always cut later) 



 

 

Adjust the volume of your audio 
 
If you plan to cut up your audio 
track, adjust volume to your desired 
amplitude first. There are many 
ways to adjust volume. Experiment 
with these options to taste. 

 
a) Compressor 

a. Select all tracks 
b. Effect > Compressor 
c. Try default presets 

b) Amplify 
a. Select track with a quiet or 

loud passage 
b. Go through audio to make 

sure that you don’t have 
extreme peaks 

c. Effect > Amplify 
d. Adjust presets to raise or 

lower volume (gain) 
c) Envelope tool 

a. Select track 
b. Engage Envelope tool 
c. Add control points by 

clicking within your track 
d. Pull up or down on the 

control points to adjust 
volume 

c) Additional options in Track 
Control Panel (pictured) 

a. Move the top slider left or 
right 

b. Mute a track 
c. Solo a track 
d. Adjust volume 
e. Pan left and right 



 

 

Cut your audio recording 
 
To edit out umms, ahhs, ambient sounds or mistakes in your track (we all make them!), 
you’ll need to make incisions. To split, or cut, tracks in Audacity:  
 
With the Selection Tool engaged, position the playhead where you want to cut 

a) Cut the track using Command-I combination on the keyboard or Edit > Clip 
Boundaries > Split 

b) You can then use the the Time Shift tool to move audio segment in the timeline 
 

 
To copy audio to a different track or to a place within the same track. 

a) Using the Selection Tool, draw a box around the audio you want to copy. 
b) Copy your segment using the Command-C combination on the keyboard or Edit 

> Copy 
c) Select destination track, or create a new track, and paste using Command-V or 

Edit > Paste 
d) Use the Time Shift tool to move audio segment in the timeline 

 

To most effectively use your waveform to precisely select your audio for cutting or 
copying, you’ll want to zoom into the track. 

 

Ways to Zoom 
a) Select the Zoom tool in the Tools Toolbar then click in the track to zoom (Note: 

hold down the shift key and click to zoom out) 
b) Use the View Menu 

a. For example View > Fit in Window shows your whole project at once 



 

 

Create New Tracks and Add Audio Files 
 
To build your audio project, you will want to add sounds for ambience and textures, and 
music that swells in and out. 

 

 
To add narration, sound effects, or music that you’ve recorded or downloaded from 
Creative Commons to your project, you can either Import a file or Create a new Track: 

 

Import a File 
File > Import and choose the track you want from Finder (you can also drag files into 
Audacity) 

 
Create a new track 
Track > Add New > Mono (or Stereo) 

 
Note: When playing back individual tracks, use the Track Control Panel to Solo a single 
track. This mutes all other tracks. 



 

 

Effects: Smoothing Transitions using Fades 
 

Audacity has a ton of effects that you can apply to your audio. Here is a full list. Use 
fades to blend audio volumes to taste. 

 
Linear Fade 
Fade in by selecting a portion of an audio clip and using Effect > Fade In 
Fade out selecting a portion of an audio clip and using Effect > Fade Out 

 
Crossfade 
To smooth the transition between clips, use one of the two crossfade effects available. 
• Effect > Crossfade Clips: This is a simple tool which crossfades between two 

adjacent clips in the same track. 
• Effect > Crossfade Tracks: The second is a more precise tool that crossfades 

between two separate audio tracks. The tracks should be positioned one above the 
other, with the start of the lower track overlapping the end of the upper track. Select 
the overlapping region in both tracks and apply the effect. The selected region of the 
upper track will fade out, and the selected part of the lower track will fade in. 

• For detailed information and advanced techniques see: Creating a Crossfade. 



 

 

Noise Reduction (optional) 
 

Silence or Cut unwanted audio 
a) Zoom in to see the waveform of segment with unwanted moments 
b) Select moment 
c) Options to remove 

a. Cut (delete key) 
b. Silence (Generate > Silence) 

d) Repeat as needed 
 
Noise Reduction 

a) Zoom in to see a region in the waveform that contains only the noise you want to 
reduce. 

b) Select that noise 
c) Effect > Noise reduction 
d) Follow steps to identify noise, then click ok (ok to start with default presets) 



 

 

Export 
 
 

When you click File > Save Project, you save two files: one aup file + one folder with 
project files. This Audacity file + folder is necessary to re-open your project and 
continue editing. 

 

To save your rough edits and/or final audio document to share, you’ll want to Export 
your file as a WAV or MP3. 

 
Export all tracks/segments into one file: 

a) File > Export Audio. 
b) Enter into Save dialog box 

a. Enter the name of your project. Date is useful to keep track of versions. 
b. Choose file location for export (such as your folder on the DLL Drive) 
c. Choose “WAV 16” 

c) Enter Metadata as desired (for searchability and iTunes library sorting) 

Don’t’ forget to save both the WAV file and the Audacity file + folder 




